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MARKET IMPLICATIONS OF PEER AND NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTSt 

A Multinomial-Choice Model of Neighborhood Effects 

By WILLIAM A. BROCK AND STEVEN N. DURLAUF* 

This paper provides a model of individual 
decision-making in the presence of neighbor- 
hood effects. By neighborhood effects, we refer 
to interdependencies between individual deci- 
sions and the decisions and characteristics of 
others within a common neighborhood. As 
such, neighborhood effects are forms of social 
interactions; in fact, the terms would seem to be 
interchangeable in many contexts. 

Within economics, there has developed an 
increasing recognition that neighborhood ef- 
fects play a possibly major role in explaining a 
range of individual behaviors; rich empirical 
and theoretical literatures have developed. A 
failing of much of this work is the absence of 
strong connections between theory and empir- 
ics. This paper addresses this limitation by pro- 
viding a model of multinomial choice with 
neighborhood effects. The model represents a 
generalization of the binary-choice model of 
Brock and Durlauf (2001a, b). The model is 
econometrically implementable and so has the 
potential of allowing for structural estimation of 
neighborhood effects. Proofs of all theorems 
may be found in Brock and Durlauf (2001c). 

I. Models of Neighborhood Effects 

We consider I individuals who are members 
of a common neighborhood. Our objective is to 
characterize the individual choices of each i, wi 
(made from some set f)i) and the vector of 
neighborhood choices o. From the perspective 
of theoretical modeling, it is useful to distin- 

guish among three types of behavioral determi- 
nants: a vector hi of deterministic (to the 
modeler) characteristics, a vector Ei of random 
characteristics, and the subjective beliefs an in- 
dividual has about behaviors in the neighbor- 
hood, represented as a conditional probability 
measure su(o). Individual choices wi are de- 
scribed as maximizing some payoff function V, 

(1) wi = arg max V(A, hi, ie(oi), ci). 
A E_ Qj 

This basic choice model is closed by imposing 
self-consistency between beliefs and condi- 
tional probabilities, so that 

(2) g4(h) = g)hi, ge(co) Vi) 

where the right-hand side of this equation is the 
objective probability measure generated by the 
model; self-consistency is equivalent to rational 
expectations in the usual sense. From the per- 
spective of modeling individual behaviors, it is 
typically assumed that agents do not account for 
the effect of their choices on the decisions of 
others via expectations formation. In this sense, 
this framework embodies an expectations form 
of a Nash equilibrium. 

This generic structure illustrates how neigh- 
borhood models can preserve the individual 
choice-based logic of microeconomics. Their 
novelty lies in the interdependencies in choices 
induced by including gu(to) as an argument in 
individual payoffs and imposing self-consistency. 

II. Multinomial Choice and 
Neighborhood Effects 

A. Basic Setup 

In order to understand the implications of 
neighborhood effects for equilibrium behavior, 

tDiscussants: Robert Moffitt, Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity; Suzanne Scotchmer, University of California-Berkeley; 
Stephen Coate, Cornell University. 
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it is necessary to specialize this general behav- 
ioral description. We do this in three steps. 
First, we assume that each agent faces a com- 
mon choice set with L discrete possibilities (i.e., 
li = 10, 1, ..., L - 1}). Second, we assume 

that each choice f produces utility for i accord- 
ing to 

(3) Vi = hij + JpUe + Eie. 

Here, hi denotes the deterministic private util- 
ity agent i receives from the choice, Jp' e de- 
notes the social utility from the choice, and Ei,e 
denotes random private utility from the choice. 
The social-utility term contains both a measure 
of the strength of social utility, J, and the 
agent's expectation of the percentage of agents 
in the neighborhood who make the same choice 
p%. This is the natural generalization of the 
conformity effect model in Brock and Durlauf 
(2001a) and is also employed in Patrick Bayer 
and Christopher Timmins (2001). Third, we as- 
sume that the errors Ei are independent across 
i and are doubly exponentially distributed with 
index parameter ,B so that the choice probabilities 
for each individual 4(oi = 0) may be written as 

exp(3hi e + f3Jp e) 
(4) 

L- 1 

E exp(3hi,j + fJpe j) 
j =o 

The parameter ,B measures the dispersion in the 
random utility terms; higher ,B implies lower 
variance. When there are only two choices, this 
is the model studied in Brock and Durlauf 
(2001a, b). Self-consistency of beliefs for this 
model requires that 

(5) pee = P= f e1P(13 + 13Jp) dFh 

E exp(3hi,j + fJpj) 
j=O 

where pe is the objective expected value of the 
percentage of agents in the neighborhood who 
choose f and Fh is the empirical probability 
distribution of hi,j. It is straightforward to ver- 
ify that, under the Brouwer fixed-point theorem, 
at least one such fixed point exists. 

B. Properties 

To understand the properties of this model, it 
is useful to focus on the special case where 
hij, =OV Vi, E. For this special case, the choice 
probabilities (and hence the expected distribu- 
tion of choices within a neighborhood) are com- 
pletely determined by the compound parameter 
,BJ. A primary question is whether and how the 
presence of interdependencies produces multi- 
ple equilibria for the choice probabilities in a 
neighborhood. 

To get some intuition as to how ,BJ affects 
the number of equilibria, it is useful to con- 
sider the extreme cases J = 0 and J = x. 
When J = 0, then it is obvious that p e = I lL. 
This equilibrium is also present when J = ox. 
However, others will exist as well. For any 
pair of choices E and e', the associated choice 
probabilities with a neighborhood always 
obey 

(6) Pe exp(f3Jpf) 
pe exp(f3Jpf) 

It is immediate that any set of equilibrium prob- 
abilities that are bounded away from 0 will 
become equal as J > oc. This condition is 
necessary as well as sufficient, so any configu- 
ration such that pe = 1 /b for some subset of b 
choices and pe = 0 for the other L - b choices is 
an equilibrium. Hence, for J = oc, there will exist 

L L 
E ( L ) 2 L 1 

different equilibrium probability configurations. 
These examples lead naturally to the question 

of the relationship between ,BJ and changes in 
the number of equilibria. In order to address this 
question, it is convenient to rewrite (4) and (5) 
so as to measure the deviation of choice prob- 
abilities from E = 0 (i.e. we work with me = 

p- po). These deviations obey 

exp(I3Jm') - 1 
(7) me 

E exp(/3Jmje) + 1 

where self-consistency imposes me = me. The 
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Jacobian matrix of (7) possesses diagonal ele- 
ments 

8 am J exp(f3Jm') 

BJ[exp(fBJmj) - 1]exp(f3Jmj ) 
w2 

and off-diagonal elements 

am( -/3J[exp(/3Jmj) - I]exp(IBJm,j) 
(9) am';w 

where W = [YjL_>1 exp(f3Jmj)] + 1. When 
hij, = 0 Vi, E, m = 0, f = 1 ... L- I is 
an equilibrium with associated Jacobian matrix 
elements am /dame = BJIL and am /amj = 0 

for f # j. This implies that me = 0, f = 1. 
L - 1 is a stable equilibrium if 0 < ,BJIL < 1 
and is an unstable equilibrium otherwise. In 
turn, if this equilibrium is unstable, then other 
equilibria must exist; details may be found in 
Brock and Durlauf (2001c), where the follow- 
ing is proved. 

THEOREM 1: Multiple equilibria in the multi- 
nomial logit model with neighborhood ef- 
fects.-Suppose that individual choices are 
characterized by (4) with self-consistent beliefs 
[i.e., by equation (5)]. Assume that hij, = 0 Vi, 
E. Then there will exist multiple self-consistent 
choice probabilities if f3JIL > 1. 

When L = 2, Theorem 1 reduces to the 
description of multiple equilibria with binary 
choices in Brock and Durlauf (2001 a). The the- 
orem also explains simulation evidence in 
Bayer and Timmins (2001) which indicated that 
multiple equilibria seem less likely the more 
choices are involved. This theorem makes their 
finding precise. Intuitively, the reason that the 
number of choices raises the threshold value of 
/3J necessary for multiple equilibria is the as- 
sumption that the random utility terms are in- 
dependent. This independence means that the 
percentage of individuals in a population whose 
behavior is determined by their random utility 
(because of an extremely large draw for one of 
the choices relative to the others) increases in 

the number of choices, leaving a smaller per- 
centage of the population susceptible to self- 
consistent bunching due to the endogenous 
effect Jpe. 

In order to understand the welfare properties 
of the noncooperative equilibria of this model, it 
is useful to consider an analogous social plan- 
ner's problem when the planner's objective is to 
maximize overall utility in the neighborhood. 
Following ideas in Brock (1993) and elaborated 
in the present context in Brock and Durlauf 
(2001a), one can interpret a social planner's 
choice of configuration o as given by a proba- 
bility measure ,(1o) such that 

(10) g(.o) 

I L-1 L- I 

exp E [,hie1(wi = 4)] + IIJ>EP) 
i= 1 4=0 =0 

ZI 

In this expression, Z1 is a normalization and the 
p 's are the empirical probabilities of choices in 
the neighborhood, that is, 

I 

(11) Pe = I I ()i= 

with l(coi = E) denoting the indicator function 
for the choice of f by agent i. In contrasting this 
with the probability measure over choices asso- 
ciated with the noncooperative equilibrium [the 
product of (4) across i], the key difference is 
that the social planner's problem uses empirical 
probabilities in modeling the interdependence 
of individual choices. This is natural since a 
planner can account for how the choices of one 
actor affect others in ways that are ruled out in 
the noncooperative case. 

It can be shown, using techniques from sta- 
tistical mechanics, that as I * oc, P i> 
P Ve (w denotes weak convergence), where 
the vector p* with typical element p* solves 

(12) p* = arg max (lim1,. I-'lIn ZI). 
p 

The first-order necessary conditions for this 
maximization are such that they produce the 
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same functional form as produced for choice 
probabilities in the noncooperative model we 
have described, except that J is replaced by 2J 
for the planner. The "2" appears because the 
spillovers flowing from each agent i to others 
are accounted for by the social planner in con- 
trast to the "Nash noncooperative" equilibrium. 
Further, the social planner's solution also in- 
volves a selection rule when there is more than 
one set of configurations that are possible equi- 
libria of the noncooperative model. The reason 
is that the social planner always picks the con- 
figuration that maximizes his objective. See 
Brock (1993) and Brock and Durlauf (2001a) 
for elaboration. 

III. Econometric Implementation 

An essential justification for the functional- 
form assumptions we have placed on our neigh- 
borhood model is that they permit explicit 
econometric analysis. The multinomial logit 
property for the individual choices allows one to 
construct a likelihood function for data taken 
for individuals across neighborhoods. Since a 
typical data set will contain observations on 
individuals in different neighborhoods, we gen- 
eralize our notation so that n(i) denotes the 
neighborhood of agent i; to is now the vector of 
choices in a given cross-neighborhood sample 
of individuals. Finally, each individual within a 
neighborhood is modeled as possessing identi- 
cal beliefs about the percentage of choices 
within the neighborhood, so that for choice f in 
neighborhood n(i) there is a common expected 
percentage Pn(i).t 

In empirical work on neighborhood effects, 
the generic deterministic private incentive hi,, 
is usually assumed to depend on two types of 
observables: an r-dimension vector of individ- 
ual characteristics Xi and an s-dimension vector 
of neighborhood characteristics yn(i), also known 
as contextual effects. Charles Manski (1993) 
provides the first formal discussion of this di- 
chotomy. Operationally, it is standard to assume 

(13) hif = kf + c'Xi + d'Yfl(i). 

There is no necessary reason why the same 
elements of Xi and Yn(i) should affect the 

payoff of each choice; one can allow for this 
by setting particular elements of ce and de 
to zero. The likelihood function for a collec- 
tion of choices o will therefore be propor- 
tional to 

(14) H H [exp(/3k( + 3ceX, + P3d'Yf(i) 

+ fJPn(n)(f) 1 (wi =)] 

subject to the constraints that, for each neigh- 
borhood n(i), 

(15) Pe(i) , = E[1(C I = e)|Yn(i), j E n(i)]. 

This constraint simply imposes self-consistency 
in expected choice probabilities across neigh- 
borhoods and choices. For technical reasons, it 
is useful to constrain each agent's information 
set to Yn(i) As is standard for multinomial logit 
models, the complete set of model parameters is 
not identified. It is therefore necessary to im- 
pose some normalizations; we follow Daniel 
McFadden (1984 p. 1413) and assume ko = 0, 
co = 0, do = 0, J0 = 0, and ,B = 1. 

As originally recognized in Manski (1993) 
and further analyzed in Robert Moffitt (2001) 
and Brock and Durlauf (2001b), there are pos- 
sible identification problems in neighborhood 
models due to the relationship between contex- 
tual effects Yn(i) and the equilibrium expected 
neighborhood choice shares Pn(i).,e Specifi- 
cally, Manski (1993) shows how, for a class of 
linear models of neighborhood effects, col- 
linearity between particular contextual effects 
and endogenous effects (variables such as our 
Pn(i) e's that represent self-consistent beliefs 
about aspects of behaviors in the neighborhood) 
can induce nonidentification. However, in con- 
trast to the linear case, identification can hold 
for our model, as described in the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 2: Identification of the multino- 
mial choice model with neighborhood ef- 
fects.-Let the true data generating process be 
given by (14)- (15) with the normalization ko = 
0, c0 = 0, do = 0, Jo = 0, and ,B = 1. Assume 
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(i) the joint support of Xi, Y,(i) is not con- 
tained in a proper linear subspace of 08r?s, 
(ii) the support of Yn(i) is not contained in a 
proper linear subspace of RW, (iii) no element 
of Xi or Yn(i) is constant, (iv) for each choice 
e, there exists at least one neighborhood nf 
such that, conditional on Yn, Xi is not con- 
tained in a proper linear subspace of 08r, (v) 
none of the elements of Yn(i) possesses 
bounded support, (vi) Pn(i),,e is not constant 
across neighborhoods, and (vii) the random 
utility terms for each individual are indepen- 
dent of his associated Xi and Yn(i). Then the 
true set of model parameters (kl, cl, dl, 
Jl, ..., kL-1' CL- 1 dL-1' JL-1) is identi- 
fied relative to any distinct alternative. 

The proof of this theorem is involved and is a 
generalization of a theorem on identification of 
neighborhood effects for binary choices found 
in Brock and Durlauf (2001a, b). The key to 
identification in this model is that because mod- 
els of discrete choice are inherently nonlinear, 
in the sense that since choice probabilities are 
bounded, contextual effects and endogenous ef- 
fects (in this case, the choice probabilities) can- 
not be linearly dependent. What the theorem in 
essence does is require that (i) there is enough 
intra-neighborhood variation in at least one 
neighborhood to ensure that ke and ce are iden- 
tified V1, (ii) there is enough inter-neighbor- 
hood variation in Yn(i) to ensure that de and Je 
are identified V1 because of the nonlinear rela- 
tionship between contextual effects and endog- 
enous effects, and (iii) there is no collinearity 
between the regressors contained in Xi and 
Yn(i) - 

One interesting difference between the bi- 
nary- and multinomial-choice cases is that, for 
the multinomial-choice case, there may be var- 
ious zero restrictions on particular elements of 
kf, cf. df, J,. For example, the direct effect of 
choice probabilities may be known to be zero 
for some choices but not for others. However, 
because the choices are comparative, a regres- 
sor that does not directly affect the utility of one 
choice will nevertheless affect the probability 
of its selection due to its affect on the utility 
associated with alternatives. This suggests an- 
other route to identification that has yet to be 
exploited. 

IV. Extensions 

While our model of multinomial choice 
with neighborhood effects seems quite rich, an 
important extension to the model is the en- 
dogenizing of neighborhood memberships. As 
made clear by the theoretical literature, endog- 
enous sorting is an important aspect of the be- 
haviors we wish to model. We believe that a 
nested logit model in which neighborhoods are 
first chosen, and with behaviors chosen once the 
neighborhood memberships are determined, can 
address this limitation to the framework. 

Further, as well discussed in Manski (2000) 
and Moffitt (2001), endogenous neighborhood 
choice has important implications for econo- 
metric implementation of models of neighbor- 
hood effects. Yet endogeneity of neighborhood 
memberships need not be an impediment to 
identifying neighborhood effects. Brock and 
Durlauf (2001b) in fact show that self-selection 
into neighborhoods, when correctly specified, 
can facilitate identification via the creation of 
additional determinants of individual behavior 
in linear models or by inducing nonlinearities in 
individual behavior, each of which eliminates 
possible collinearity between contextual effects 
and endogenous effects. An important related 
approach is due to Ivar Ekelund et al. (2001, 
2002), who show how prices associated with 
neighborhood memberships contain important 
information that may be used to uncover neigh- 
borhood effects. 

Our own view is that progress on the empir- 
ical analysis of neighborhood effects is most 
likely to be achieved through a tight connection 
between theory and econometrics, and so our cur- 
rent work on these outstanding problems reflects 
the modeling approach we have described here. 
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